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Stability of Dynam ical Systems: 
A Constructive Approach 

ROBERT K. BRAYTON, MEMBER, IEEE, AND CHRISTOPHER H. TONG 

Absfmc-A set A  of nXn complex mat&es is stable if for every 
neighborhood of tbe origin U c C”, there exists another neighborhood of 
the origin V, such that for each M E A ’ (the set of fllte products of 
mWkes in A), Mb’ C U. Matrix and Llaponov stability are related. 

Tkowrn: A  set of mat&es A is stable lf and only if there exists a 
norm, / ~,‘suchthatforallMEA,andallz~C”, IMzI<IzI. 

‘Ibenormisa~~ofimctionforthesetA.Itneednotbesmooth; 
using smooth norms to prove stabllty can be lnadeqoate. A  novel central 
result Is a comtructiw algorithm which can determine the stabiity of A  
based on the following. 

Theonzm: A=(M,,,M,,..- ,Mm-,) is a set of m  distinct complex 
mat&es. Let W, be a bounded neighborhood of the origin. Define for 
k>O, 

W,=co*vexhdl [ ,,.Wke,] 

wherek’=(k-l)modm.‘IhenAlsstableifandonlyifW*~U&,Wils 
bounded. 

W* is the norm of the fii theorem. l%e constructive algorithm 
represents a convex set by its extreme points and oses linear programming 
to coustnlct the successive Wk. SofficIent conditions for the fllteness of 
~nst~ctlng W, from W,- Ir and for stopping the algorithm hn either 
tbe set is proved stable or onstable are presented. A  ls generalized to be 
any convex set of matrices. A  dynamical system of differential eqoatio~ is 
stable if a correqondlng set of matrix ‘ated with the logarithmic 
norms of the matrices of the llnearlzed eqoatIoH stable. The concept 
0fthestabilityofasetofmaMcesisrelatedtothee~~ofamahix 
norm. Such a norm is an induced matrix oorm lf and only if the set of 
matrlcea is maxhally stable (i.e., it camwt be enlarged and remain stable). 

I. IN-I-R~Du~I~N 

D ETERMINATION of stability is a fundamental 
concern which arises in virtually any real situation 

capable of being modeled by a dynamical system. 
Although the methods of this paper are developed for 
time-varying difference equations, they apply to questions 
of the Liapunov stability of nonlinear differential equa- 
tions. The procedure would be to view the differential 
equation 

dx/dt =f(x) (1) 
as a “linear” system: 

dx/dt = M(x)x 
where M(x) is a matrix. Applying Euler’s method we 
obtain 
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X n+l =x, + hJ4(x,)x, 

where h,, is the current step-size (i.e., h,=t,+, - t,). If we 
let S, denote the matrices M(x,J obtained when x, varies 
over all possible values, then the equation becomes a 
linear time-varying difference equation 

X .+,=(Z+bWxn, M ,E&. (2) 
In Section X we prove that if (2) is stable for all sequences 
{h,} where 0 <h, <h’, then (1) is stable. Although the set 
of matrices {I + h,,M,JO <h,, <h’, M,, E S,} is infinite, the 
methods of Sections IV, V, and XI permit a constructive 
approach to the question of the stability of (2), and hence 
the stability of (1). 

In [l], the stability of linear multistep methods was 
investigated where the integration step-size varied with 
each step. When applied to the stable test differential 
equation dx/dt =hx, Re .A < 0, the general multistep 
method 

(3) 

gives rise to a linear time-varying difference equation 

i~o~ai+Mn&)x~+l-i=o (4) 

where h, is the step-size. The coefficients ai, pi depend on 
the last k step-size ratios hn/hnml;. * ,h,,-k+,/hn-k. They 
are computed so that (3) is accurate to some order p > 1. 

Equation (4) written in vector form becomes (with 
6%) 

a1 + 9Pl a2 + 9P2 . . . cu, + @k 

-a,-@0 -“o-M0 -ao--do 

Z “+I= 1 0 . . . 0 43 
0 1 . . . 0 . . . 
0 0 . . . 1 0 

(5) 
where z,+*~(x,,,x,,-,; . . ,x,,-~). Since q, IX, and p gener- 
ally depend on the hi, the question of the stability of (5) is 
that of the stability of a linear time-varying difference 
equation. 

Willson in [2] was concerned with the design of a digital 
frequency shift keying oscillator which produced the dif- 
ference equation 
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in Section XI. Sections VII and  VIII demonstrate that the 
algorithm applies to complex matrices and to infinite sets 
of matrices. In Section IX the concepts of stability and  
matrix norms are related. In Section X, the transition 
from discrete systems to cont inuous systems is made.  Two 
examples, given in Sections XII and  XIII, illustrate how 
these techniques can be  used on  a  variety of problems 
with interesting results. 

II. STABILITY OF A SET OF MATRICES: 
THE CONCEPT 

W ith a  set of matrices A we associate the larger set A’ 
(the semigroup generated by matrices in A) consisting of 
all finite products of matrices in A. In general, A’ is an  
infinite set. 

0  1  
ztl+1= ( 1  P% zn* (6) 

This equat ion represents the linear region of operation; 
the time  variation of an  causes a  shift in the frequency of 
oscillation. For higher amp litudes, a  saturation effect 
stabilizes the oscillation, so that the requirement on  (6) is 
that it be  unstable. To  this effect, W illson notes that 
Z ,,+, = Mnz,, is unstable provided that wn+, =(MT)-‘w, is 
asymptotically stable. 

J’hus (2), (5), and  (6) each represent problems concem- 
ing the stability of a  system of l inear time-varying dif- 
ference equat ions . 

Z l l+1=4A (7) 
where each h4,, is a  stable matrix (i.e., eigenvalues A(M,) 
satisfy IX(M,,)j < 1, with simple eigenvalues on  the unit 
circle). 

A standard method for settling stability questions for 
such difference equat ions would be  to follow nonl inear 
theory and seek a  quadratic L iapunov function in order to 
prove stability. This approach would require a  positive 
definite matrix L such that 

z,*+ , Lz, + , < Z,TLZ” 

for all Z~ and zn+ 1  = M ,z~ or 

Z,TM,TLM~ z, < z,TLzn. 

Thus the matrix 
L - MnTLMn 

is required to be  nonnegat ive definite for all positive 
integers n. W illson was successful with this approach for 
sets {Ai}, where 

i= 1,2. 

In fact, W illson was able to produce stability regions (Fig. 
1  solid lines) based on  the bestpossible quadratic Liapunov 
function. W e  have since determined the actual stability 
regions; hence it is possible in this case to view the exact 
amount  of deficiency in the quadratic function approach. 

In Sections II and  III, we examine the following prob- 
lem: given a  difference equat ion (7) where M , E A, and  A 
is some set, finite or infinite, of stable matrices, when can 
we find a  Liapunov function for A, that is a  function w(z) 
such that 

for ,a11 M , EA? Some such results were given in [l] and  we 
initially follow the line of investigation set up  in that 
paper. In Section IV, we examine an  approach which 
under  certain condit ions either constructs a Liapunov 
function for A, or determines that none such exists. This 
approach is then used in Section VI on  W illson’s example 
to determine the exact stability regions. In Section V some 
finiteness and stopping criteria are established for the 
algorithm and a  complete outline of the algorithm is given 

Definition 

Matrix M is stable if there exists K such that IIM ’jI <K 
for all i. Thus M  is stable if and  only if Ih( < 1, and  the 
eigenvalues of M  on  the unit circle are simple. 

Definition 

A set of n x n complex matrices A is stable if for every 
neighborhood of the origin U c C”, there exists another 
neighborhood of the origin P’ such that, for each M  E A’, 
MVCU. 

Lemma I 

A set of matrices A is stable if and only if there is a 
bounded neighborhood of the origin W  such that for each 
M  E A’, M W  c W . Furthermore, W  can be chosen to be 
convex and balanced.’ 

For proof, see [ 11. n  
Lemma 2: 

Zf A is stable, then there exists a norm, I 1, such that 

IM4 < I4 
for aIlMEA, ZEC”. 

Proof Since A is stable, by Lemma 1  there exists a  
convex balanced W  such that M  W  c W . Let 3  W  denote 
the boundary of W . For z E C”, there exists a  unique 
z’ EaW and scalar a>0 such that z= (yz’ (since W  is a  
convex neighborhood of the origin). Define w(z)- 
II~II/II~‘II = (11 for zf 0, and  w(O)=O. Because Mz is l inear 
in z, we have 

Mz = aMz’= w(z)Mz’. 

Further, since W  is balanced, w has the property that 
w(yz) = [y/w(z) for any complex number  y. Thus 

w(Mz)= w(z)w(Mz’). 
Since Mz’ E W  for M  E A, then w(Mz’) < 1. Hence, 

w(Mz) <w(z). 

’ W  is balanced means that if z  E W , then z exp (8) E W . The term 
equilibrated is also used.  
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The continuity of w follows from the convexity of W. 
Finally, because w is a convex function, 

w(Au+(l-h)v)<Aw(u)+(14)w(v). 
Substituting u = x/X, Y =y/(l -X) gives 

w(x +y) <W(X) + w(y). 
Hence w is a norm. n 

Lemma 3 

A is unstable if and onZy if for each K > 0, there exists 
MEA’andzEC”such that 

Thus A is stable if and only if A’ is bounded. 
Proof If A is unstable, then there exists a neighbor- 

hood of the origin U such that for every neighborhood of 
the origin V c U, there exists M  E A’ for which MV z U. 
Let 

a =inf 11~11, forzBU 
and let V={zlllzll<aK-I}. Since MVeU, there exists 
z’ E V such that Mz’ @  U. Then 

Conversely, if A is stable, then there exists W  such that 
for each matrix MEA’, MWc W. Let a=sup ~~z~~, ZE 
aW and p=inf I~z[], ZE~W. Then IIMzll/llzll<a//? for 
al lMEZ’,zEC”. n 

Interestingly, Butcher, [3] has given the following exam- 
ple of an unstable set A where each M  EA’ is stable. Let 

A = and B=( -A y) 

where O/T is irrational. We will show that the set A E 
{A, B} is unstable but that any matrix MEA’ is stable. 
We first note that 

A*= e2ie 
0 

Consider any M  EA’. Then 

‘for some (Y and #, and +!J/T is irrational. Thus M  is stable. 
Next consider the sequence of matrices A, EA’ where 
A,=A, and 

Note that 

A;= eZiok (1 + ei8*)ak . 
0 1 

The definition of A,, , ensures that Re eih+l’> 0. Thus 

Iak+~I=ll+eie~l14 
= d/2+2 Re e’h la,J > fi [a,[. 

Since lim ,,,la,l= co, then {A,B} is unstable. 
Lemma 3 demonstrates that the instability of a set of 

matrices coincides with the occurrence of unbounded 
growth. However, this unbounded growth need not be due 
to the instability of a particular matrix of A’, but may 
occur only through a nonrepeating application of matrices 
inA. 

We now relate the concepts of Liapunov and matrix 
stability. 

Theorem I 

A is stable if and on& if there exists a norm, I I, such 
that for all M  E A, z E C”, 

IMzI < 1~1. 

The proof follows directly from the three lemmas and is 
omitted. n 

III. THE FORM OF THE NORM 
In many cases, one m ight try to find, as did Willson, a 

quadratic Liapunov function to prove stability. Indeed, if 
A consists of a single stable matrix M, we know that there 
exists a positive definite Hermitian matrix MH such that 

w(z) -z*MHz 

is a Liapunov function for A. We previously noted that 
Willson [2] found quadratic Liapunov functions in his 
case A = { M,,M2}, where M , and M2 are 2 x 2 matrices. 
If, however, matrix M  EA has an eigenvalue on the unit 
circle, it is possible that A is stable but no quadratic or 
even differentiable Liapunov function exists. For deriving 
this result we use the following [4]. 

Definition 

A support plane of a closed set S is a plane T G { z]z*c = 
b} such that 1) there exists I’ E S n VT and 2) z E S implies 
z*c < b. 7~ is called a support plane of S at z’. 

If S is a closed convex neighborhood of the origin, then 
there exists a support plane of S at z for all z ~3s. 
Further, if w(z) is the function associated with S and w is 
differentiable, then the support plane at z’ is unique and is 
given by 

Lemma 4 
Suppose A is a stable set of matrices. Assume there exists, 

for some M  E A, a single eigenvalue X on the unit circle. 
Let the corresponding eigenvector be 5, let W  be the set of 
Lemma 1, and let 4 be normalized so that .$ E aw. Then the 
plane n passing through .$ and parallel to the eigenspace bf 
M  complementary to 5 is a support plane of W  at 5. 
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Proof Suppose r is not a  support p lane at 5. Then  
there exists z’ E W I II n  (where W I denotes the interior of 
W). Since A is stable and X is the only eigenvalue on  the 
unit circle, then l&l < 1  for the remaining eigenvalues of 
M, i=2;.. ,n. W ith these eigenvalues is associated an  
invariant space r0 (i.e., m-0, and  I’ can be  expressed 
uniquely as 

z’=[+y 
where y E rO. Consider the point z = z’ + ct. Since I’ E W I, 
then for some e  > 0, z E W t. Now 

or 

Since XekMkyEq,, then IlX-‘M~,ll--+O as k-w. Hence, 

h-kMkz+(l +e)& as k+oo. 

However, (1 + e)E,@ W , because <E a  W  and W  is convex. 
Since, by Lemma 1  and the fact that W  is balanced, 
XekMkz E W , hence it is impossible that hekM“z+(l + E)< 
65  W . Hence r must be  a  support p lane of W  at 5. w 

Theorem 2 

Suppose A is a stable set of matrices and there exists 
MiEA, i=1,2, such that Mi[=Xi<, l&1=1. Assume that & 
is the single eigenvalue on the unit circle for Mi. Let vi be 
such that $Mi=A.$; assume that 7, and q2 are indepenl 
dent, and each qi is ‘normalized so that $<= 1. Then any 
Liapunov function w(z) that exists for A must be nondif- 
ferentiable. 

Proof The eigenspace ri of Mi complementary to E is 
given by 

Iri= {z)3z’s.t. z=(I-&J;r)z’}. 

The  two planes at <, ri + .$, i = 1,2, are support planes at 5  
by Lemma 4, and  are not equal  because n, and  q2  are 
independent.  Hence the support p lane at 5  is not unique, 
and  therefore (aw)/(az)([) cannot exist (see comment  pre- 
ceding Lemma 4). n  

The  situation described in Theorem 2  requires that a  
L iapunov function, which we know exists by Theorem 1, 
must possess a  “corner” of the associated invariant set W  
at & One  candidate for the form of w(z) m ight be  

where M is some matrix to be  chosen. If M has the 
property that M< = (1, 1, . . . , l)‘, then the set 

s= {zlw(z) < l} 
has a  corner at E, thus allowing for several support planes 
at 5. Another possibility for w(z) is 

w(z)=IIMzll~= E IX MuZj  
I I i J. 

however, in the next part of this paper, we construct w (or 
equivalently a  norm), so there is no  need to guess its form. 

The  construction allows for corners; in fact, general ly the 
constructed w will have many corners. 

IV. A CONSTRUCTIVE THEOREM FOR STABILITY 

There is no  widely applicable theoretical procedure for 
establishing the form of the L iapunov function as de- 
scribed in Theorem 1. However, an  iterative algorithm will 
now be  presented which can determine the stability of a  
set of matrices in virtually all cases. W e  do  not believe 
that any other extant approach is as simple, or as power- 
ful as the one which follows. 

Theorem 3 (Constructive Theorem) 

Given a finite set A = { Mo,M,; * 1  ,M,,,-,} of m  distinct 
n x n complex matrices. Let W , c C” be a bounded neigh- 
borhood of the origin. Define, for k > 0, 

Wx[ ,,.,-I]> where k’ E (k - 1) mod  m. 

Then A is stable if and only if WE u z0 W i is bounded.* 
Proof: Let W* be bounded.  Observe that W ,, c W , c 

w*c*** c W . W e  will show, by induction onp, that for 
any z E W* and for any M of the form 

M= M j;lM j:. . . M ,: EA’ 

(with k,#O, andj,#jg if la-bl=l), MZE W . 
Say z E W ; then z E W i, for some i,, and hence z E 

wi,+ 1, wio+2) * * * ) wio+m’ Hence ML,z E W* for k’ = 
0,l; * * ,m-1. Thus MzE W* forp=l. Assume that for 
p=r, MzE W*. Let 

M ’ = M j; lMj:. . . M j:M j;;; 1  

with condit ions as above. Then 

M’z=(Mj;lMj?e.. Mj:)(Mj>lz) 

=(iqhp ..Mj:)z’E W  

by the induction hypothesis, since I’ = MjFl;l E W*. So 
MW* C W* for all M EA’. Since W* is bounded,  then by 
Lemma 1, A is stable. 

Conversely, suppose A is stable. By Lemma 1, there 
exists a  bounded neighborhood of the origin W  such that, 
for each MEA’, MWc W . Choose p>O so that pW,,c 
W . If p  W , G W , then 

p W ,+,=P9c[ ~o%+,.wk]=x[ (io%+,,(Pwk+ w. 
Thus by induction 

pw*=p 0 wi= 6 (PWi)C w 
i=O i=O 

and W* must be  bounded.  n  
There is, alternatively, a  simpler proof following from 

the definition of stability and  the observation that W  = 
X[ u  MW,, M  E A’] (see (9)). However, the above proof 

2X denotes the EOFHXX hull. 
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elucidates the actual constructive process, suggesting a 
computational algorithm for determining stability. (For a 
detailed description, see Section XI). We further note that 
the theorem would have remained valid had W, been 
defined simply by 

wk=M,+,K-,, k’=(k-l)modm. 
Practice, however, has suggested that the formulation 
formerly given involves fewer calculations. 

The constructive theorem may be related directly to the 
norm of Theorem 1. If A is stable, Theorem 1 assures us 
of the existence of a norm w(z) for A. Since W* has the 
property of the neighborhood W of Lemma 1, we can 
therefore construct w(z) by simply defining W(Z)E(Y, 
where z is uniquely expressed as z = a’, z’ l a W* (see 
proof of Lemma 2). 

Theorem 3 by itself is not totally constructive. It re- 
quires the computation of ML, W,- 1, where wk-, is a 
convex neighborhood of the origin. However if W,- , is a 
polyhedral region, then it has a finite number of extreme 
points and the next two lemmas show that, in this case, 
the computation of ML, W,- 1 is constructive. 

Lemma 5 
If z is an extreme point of W,, then z = M{,u, where u is 

an extreme point of W,- ,. 
Proof: wk = u~,X[M&W~-~]. Hence E(W,)c 

E( u ,“-,Mi. W,- ,). Suppose z E E( W,). Then z E 
E(Mi, Wkml), for some j. But then z= M{,u, for some 
uEE(W,-1). w 

Lemma 5 allows us to deal with W,- 1 given as the 
convex hull of a finite number of points. Then each 
extreme point of W, will be obtained only from an 
extreme point of W,- 1. *Thus it is sufficient to compute 
with on& the extreme points; each W, is completely 
represented by its extreme points. If E( W,) is finite, then 
this part of the process is constructive. 

In practice, we will generate extreme points for W, and 
add these to the set of extreme points of W,- 1. At each 
step we have a candidate set of extreme points for Wk. 
The following lemma gives us a stopping criterion for this 
procedure. 

Lemma 6 
Let zi = Mi,ui for some j and some ui E E( W,- ,). Then 

X{z,; * * ,z,} = W, (defined by Theorem 3) if and onb if 
Mk’zi~~{z,;~~,z,},for i=l;.-,r. 

Proof: Let U=X{z,;-- , zr}. If Mk’zi E U, then MK U 
G U. Thus Mj$UC U and hence Wk=x{ u~,,M~,W,-,} 
c U. Since Mk’ W, C W,, if there exists a point z E U but 
z f$ W,, there must be an extreme point of U not in Wk. 
However this contradicts the fact that the extreme points 
of U, being of the form Mi.ui where ui E E( W,- ,), must 
be in W,. Thus U= W,. 

Conversely suppose W, = X { zl, - - - , zr } . Since Mkt W, c 
W,, then Myzi E Wk. n 

Another possibly nonconstructive aspect to Theorem 3 
is that the union of an infinite number of regions would 

have to be formed. The next section deals with some 
common situations in which the construction is shown to 
be finite. 

V. FINITENESS CRITERIA FOR THE STABILITY 
ALGORITHM 

Lemma 7 

Let M be a matrix whose eigenvalues X,(M) have magni- 
tude I&(M)\ < 1; then there exists k such that u I?oMiR = 
u f= ,M’R for any bounded neighborhood of the origin R. 

Proof Let P transform M to Jordan form J -P -IMP. 
Then MkR= P(P-‘MkP)(P-‘R)= PJkR’, where R’= 
P-‘R. Let v’E R’. Since I&(M)1 < 1, IIJkll+O as k&o. 
Therefore, there exists k such that IIJk~‘II<d=min IIwII, 
w 4 R’, for all v’ E R’. For such a k, JkR’ c R’ and hence 
M’R=PJ’R’CR=PR’forr>k. n 

Thus if W, is a polyhedron, and each matrix in A 
satisfies the condition of Lemma 7, then each subsequent 
region wk will be the convex hull of a finite number of 
points (a polyhedron) and can therefore be determined in 
a finite number of steps. 

The next two lemmas provide sufficient conditions for 
the boundedness and unboundedness, respectively, of the 
region W*. 

Lemma 8 

Zf there exists a k such that 

then W* is unbounded. 
Proof: Suppose W* is bounded. Then A is stable and, 

by Lemma 1, there exists a convex bounded neighborhood 
of the origin W such that MW c W for all MEA’. 
Choose p>O so that {aWniYpW,}#+ and pW,c W. 
Now for any matrix M and any set of points P, 

MX[P]=X[MP]. (9) 
Hence, 

Then since p(a Wo) c W, pWk C W by the nature of W. But 
then pwo~pwkc w and {awf&W,-&+ imply {apwk 

n ap W,} #+, a contradiction. n 

Lemma 9 
If for some k Zm, Wk = Wk-,, then W is bounded. 
The proof is obvious. n 

VI. EXAMPLE: 2 x 2 REAL MATRICES 

We apply this new method to find the true regions of 
stability for Willson’s set A = {M,, M2}, where 

M,=( i A) M2=( 7 A), Irl<l, a,bE.lW. 

The algorithm, based on the criteria mentioned in the 
previous section, was computer-implemented in APL. 
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Fig. 1. Curves showing boundary  of stability region in (a,b)-plane for 
four values of r. Solid curves were obtained using optimal quadrat ic 
L iapunov functions [2]. Dashed curves show true boundary.  Stability 
region tintains (O,O), is symmetric about  (2 =0, and  lies in triangle 
whose vertices are ((0, l), (2, - l), (- 2, - 1)). 

The triangle with vertices at (0, l), (2, - l), (- 2, - 1) is 
the region inside which the eigenvalues of both M, and 
M2 have magn itudes less than 1. On  the border, at least 
one  eigenvalue of M, has magn itude 1. Thus all points 
(a, b) outside the triangle are unstable? As one m ight 
expect from the proof of Lemma 7, the number  of com- 
putations needed to determine each region W , increases 
as the point (a, b) approaches the border of the triangle. 
Interestingly, al though we only showed the sufficiency of 
Lemmas 8  and 9, we did not come across a  case inside the 
triangle in which the algorithm was not terminated by one 
of these two conditions. However, the amount  of com- 
puter time  increased significantly as we approached a  
point (a, b) on the boundary of the stability region for S,. 
(the set of all points (a, b) for fixed r that give rise to a  
stable set A). 

In F ig. 1, several stability regions are shown for various 
values of r. The stability regions obtained by W illson 
using an  optimal quadratic L iapunov function are shown 
by solid lines. Any point (a, b) inside the stability region 
for a  particular value of r gives rise to a  stable set of 
matrices {A, B }. On ly the lower right half of the triangle 
is shown since the stability region is symmetric about the 
y-axis, and  the repion of the triangle with b > 0  is stable 
foranyvalueofr, -l<r<l. 

To  obtain the dotted curves in F ig. I, the constructive 
algorithm was used to determine, for a  particular point 
(a, b), if the pair of matrices was stable or unstable. The  
triangle was subdivided into rectangles of size Aa = 0.0125, 
Ab =0.006, and  a  two-dimensional binary search algo- 
rithm was used to determine the rectangles in which 
boundary points of the stability region were located. By 
comparing the solid curve with the dotted curve (for the 
same value of r), we can thus see how much the quadratic 
L iapunov function approach falls short of obtaining the 
true stability.region. Another interesting point about F ig. 
1  is that the true stability region is not convex. 

3 W e  shall use (a, b) and  the set of matrices defned lg~ (a, b) inter- 
changeably.  

229  

Fig. 2. Computer  drawn curves of the boundary  of the true stability 
region for different values of r. 

F ig. 2  shows the computer drawn curves of the 
boundary of the true stability region for different values 
of r. 

VII. REALIZINGTHE COMPLEXCASE 

W illson’s matrices happen to be  real. In general, we 
would like to have an  easy way of deal ing with complex 
matrices; we find from experience that a  method which 
does not involve complex space is to be  preferred to one 
which does. W ith this in m ind we have the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4 
Let M  be a complex matrix M= M, + iMi, where M,., Mi 

are real n X n matrices. Define 

oM=( 2 -2). 

Then if A is a finite set of complex matrices, A is stable if 
and only if uA is stable. 

Proof Suppose A is stable. Then  by Lemma 1, there 
exists a  neighborhood of the origin W  such that M W  C_ W  
for all M E A’. Define the mapp ing u’ : C”+!R*” by 

where v, = Re (v), vi = Im (r~). Let W ’ = u’ W , and let Y’ E 
W ’. Then there exists v E W  such that u’v = Y’. Now, 

Mv=(Mr+Mii)(vr+vii) 

=(M,.v,-M,v,)+(M,v,+M,v,)i. 

Thus 

(uM)v’=(uM)(u’v)= (2 -:)(;) 

=( ;;;z;)=u’(MY)t W ’ 
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since Mv E W. Hence W ’ is a neighborhood of the origin 
with the property that (aM) W ’C W ’ for all MEA’; 
therefore, by Lemma 1, crA is stable. 

The argument is completely reversible. n 

VIII. STABILITY OF AN INFINITE SET OF MATRICES 

The constructive method was seemingly restricted to a 
finite set of matrices A. The following theorem shows that 
it applies to infinite sets as well. 

Theorem 5 

Let A be a set of matrices, and let E(A) be the set of 
extreme matrices of A. Then %A is stable if and onZy if 
E(A) is stable. 

Proof: Since E(A) CA, the assertion-if A is stable 
then E(A) is stable-is obvious. Assume XA is unstable, 
and suppose E(A) is stable. Then there exists K > 0 such 
that, for all M  GE(A)‘, we have IIMxIj <KIIxII for all 
x E R”. Since %A is unstable, then by Lemma 3, there 
exists LE(XA)’ and x E UP such that llLx]l >KIIxII. Now 
L is a finite product of matrices in %A, say 

L=M,M,..-M,, M;EXA. 

Since XA is convex and E(A) its extreme points, then 
each Mi can be represented as 

Mi =Cx,,s, 

where $ E E(A), hij Z  0, ZZyi ,&, = 1. Multiplying this out, 
we obtain 

i=l 

where h>O, Eh=l, and S,‘EE(A)‘. Now 

since each Si, E E(A)‘. Hence, 1) Lx/l < KII x 11, a contradic- 
tion. Thus E(A) is unstable. 6 

Since A c %A, a set of matrices is stable if and only if 
its extreme points are stable. The convex hull of a set of 
matrices can be approximated to any arbitrary degree by 
a polytope containing it; since the set of extreme points of 
a polytope is finite, the stability of a set can be de- 
termined through a polyhedral approximation of that set, 
conjoined with use of the above theorem. (Unless, of 
course, the set happens to be maximally stable.) 

IX. MAXIMAL STABILITY REGIONS AND MATRIX 
NORMS 

Knowing the stability of a set of matrices evokes a 
natural question-can the set be enlarged, and remain 
stable? We will see that the concept of the stability of a set 
of matrices is equivalent to the existence of a matrix 
norm, and maximally stable sets of matrices are equiv- 
alent to the existence of matrix norms induced by vector 
norms. 

Definition 

A matrix norm is a norm defined on matrices with the 
additional property that IlAB I( < (IA II IIB II. 

Definition 

An induced matrix norm is one defined by II M  II = sup 
wwl4>~ where I I is any vector norm. This is also 
called the bound for M  with respect to I I (see House- 
holder [ 51). 

Theorem 6 

Let II 11 be the matrix norm induced by some vector 
norm I I. Then the set of matrices 

L/c= {MI IIM II <k) 
is stable if and only if k < 1. 

Proof: Suppose k= 1. Note that L, = L;; hence L; is 
bounded and by Lemma 3, therefore, L, is stable. Since 
kZ E Lk and kZ is unstable if k > 1, then Lk is unstable for 
k>l. n 

Theorem 7 

Let S be a convex, balanced set of matrices containing a 
neighborhood of 0 and such that S= S’. The S is stable if 
and only if there exists a matrix norm II II such that 
S={MI llMll< I}. 

Proof Assume S is stable. Then S’ is bounded and 
IlAllrinf {alA~aS’} defines a norm since S’ is bal- 
anced, convex, and contains a neighborhood of 0. Clearly 
IIAII < 1 if and only if A ES’. Let A,B ES’. Then A/IIA(I 
ES’ and B/IIBIIES’; hence (AB/IIAII IIBII)ES’ which 
implies that IlABII < IIAII IIBII. Thus (I II is a matrix 
norm. 

Suppose that II II is a matrix norm such that S’ = 
{MlllMll -G l}. Then S’ is bounded and by Lemma 3 
therefore S is stable. n 

Definition 
A set of matrices S is maximally stable if there exists no 

stable set strictly containing S. 

Theorem 8 

II )I is an induced matrix norm if and only if the set 

S= W I IIM II =G 11 
is maximally stable. 

The proof requires the following theorem of Schneider 
and, Strang [6]. 

Zf 1) II (I and II )I b are two induced matrix norms such 
that II M  II0 < I( M  lib for all matrices M, then in fact 
II Ila= II II& 

Proof of Theorem 8: Suppose S is maximally stable. 
Define I I,, by 

l+llXYTII 
where y#O. Let 11 
I 

JIY be the matrix norm induced by 
lY and S, = {Ml IIM I(,, < l}. By Theorem 6, S, is stable. 
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Further if M ES, then 

IWIly= m~x@f4yl14,> 

= mp  { IIMxyTII/IIwTII) ( IWII < 1  

and hence M E S, proving S c S,. Since S is maximally 
stable, then S=S, and ]I ]I,,= I] ]I, i.e., ]I ]I is an  in- 
duced norm. 

Suppose I] I] is a  matrix norm induced by I I. Then  
by Theorem 6, S is stable. Assume S is not maximally 
stable and let Si be  a  maximally stable set strictly contain- 
ing S: {as n  &S, } = +. Using the first half of this theorem 
there is a  norm, say, I In, which induces a  matrix norm 
I( ]ln such that S,={MIIIMIIII<l}. Since {aSnaS,}= 
+, then ]I ]I < ]I [Ia, and  because these are both induced 
norms, we conclude that ]I I] = I] 1]11, i.e., S= S,. Since 
this is a  contradiction, it must be  that S is maximally 
stable. 

Note that in the above proof, I] ]I = I] ]lY for any 
y #  0. This agrees with a  theorem of Lyubich [7]. 

Suppose a  vector norm ] ] is def ined by a  set of r 
points R = {xi} in the following manner:  

{xllxI< l}=X[R]. 

This is always possible provided OE@C[R]),. Let II II be  
the matrix norm induced by I I and  suppose we have a  
set of matrices A such that 

AcL,-{M](IMII < l}. (11) 

A can be  extended to include more of L, using the 
following construction. 

Choose B E~‘~C(A) and let C be  any matrix strictly 
contained in X(A). Then  the r l inear constraints (one for 
each xi in R), 

maximize k such that 

will locate the matrix B, -C + pLmin(B - C), where pLmin = 
m in { h}, on  the “line” joining B and C which satisfies 
llBcll = 1, that is, B,EaL,. 

Thus, for a  particular vector norm I I def ined by (or 
arbitrarily closely by) a  finite set of points R (lo), we can 
determine L, arbitrarily closely by choosing an  initial set 
A (of dimension n2) satisfying (1 l), and  extending it as 
many times as desired by, say, fixing C and (strategically) 
varying B over El%(A) without repetition. 

Note that Theorem 8  implies that the set of matrices L, 
of Theorem 6  cannot be  enlarged even by a  single matrix 
and  remain stable, i.e., for any M  @L,, L, u  {M} is 
unstable. Alternately, given a  matrix norm, the linear 
program above can be  used to determine if the norm is an  
induced matrix norm; if the unit norm body of matrices 
can be  enlarged then the matrix norm is not an  induced 
matrix norm. 

X. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 

Let dx/dt =f(x) and assume (without loss of generality) 
that the origin is an  equil ibrium point, i.e., f(O)=O. 

Theorem 9 

Suppose f(x) is uniformZy Lipschitz in EN and 

X .+1=xn+4afhJ (12) 
is stable uniformZy for all sequences {h,,} such that 0 <h,, < 
h’. Then 

dx/dt =f(x) (13) 
is stable. 

Proof Choose a  neighborhood U of the origin and 
choose U’ such that U c U’ and 

m inllx -yI] = 6  >O, XEU, y@U’. 
Assume (13) is not stable. Then  for every neighborhood V 
of the origin there exists x’ E V and t’ such that x(t’) G! U’. 
Let V be  the neighborhood such that X,E Y implies 
x,, E U. This exists independent of the sequence {hi}, 
0  <hi <h’ of (12), since (12) is assumed stable uniformly 
for all such sequences. Let x’ E Y and t’ be chosen so that 
x(0) = x’ and x(t’) @  U’. t’ and x’ exist because we 
assumed (13) was not stable. Theorem 3.5 of Henrici [8] 
states that for fixed step hi = h, the solution of (12) { x,,h} 
with x0 h  = x’ converges to the solution of (13) { x(t,J}, 
with x(6)= x’, i.e., 

supIlx,,,-x(t,Jll+O as h+O, and n<t’/h. 

However, IlX(t’)- x,!/h,h ]I >6 for all h; hence we have a  
contradiction and conclude that dx/dt =f(x) must be  
stable. n  

Theorem 9  can be  used with the constructive method to 
prove the stability of nonl inear systems of differential 
equations. W e  first express (12) in an  equivalent matrix 
form and prove the stability of the corresponding infinite 
set of matrices, 

A={Z+hM,O<h<h’,MES} 
using the methods of this paper. S is a  set of matrices with 
the property that, for each x, there exists M ES such that 
Mx=f(x). Set S is not unique, but should preferably be  
chosen to be  m inimal. (For example, we may let S be  the 
set of Jacobians, J(x).) If A is a  stable set of matrices then 
(12) is stable uniformly for all sequences {h,} and  hence 
(13) is a  stable system of differential equations. 

W e  note that 

Fmo (IIZ+hMII - 1) 
+ h 

is the logarithmic norm of M (see [9]). 

Definition 
A function w(x) is a  Liapunov function for the system 

dx/dt =f(x) if for any solution x(t), 

w(x(t2))<w(x(t,)), for all t,>t,. 
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Theorem 10 

Let S={M(VXER”, there exists M  s.t. f(x)=Mx}. 
Suppose W  is a convex, bounded neighborhood of the origin 
suchthatAWcWforaIlAEAr{Z+h’MIMES}. Then 
w(x)= lxlw defined by Lemma 2 is a Liapunov function for 
the system dx/dt = f(x). 

Proof: DefineA,={Z+hMlO<h&h’, MES}. Since (I 
+ h’M)w E W  for w E W, therefore, (I+ hM)w E W, 0 <h 
(h’, by the convexity of W. Hence, BW C_ W, for all 
B E A,. Suppose x(t,) E i3 W. Then for t, >t,, there exists a 
sequence of matrices Bi E Ah such that 

Since Bix(tl) E W, then x(t2) E p Hence, w(x( tJ) < 
w(x(t,)) for t,>t,. w 

2) Although it is difficult to prove the correctness of 
an algorithm, we point out that, on the one hand, the idea 
behind the algorithm is taken in a straightforward manner 
from the ideas presented previously; on the other, the 
realization of the program is centered about steps IIe), g), 
and I)-that is, the vast majority of actual computations 
takes place in a linear program. The validity of the latter 
should thus strongly support the results of the former. 

3) We do not yet have a general guarantee that the 
algorithm will terminate in a finite number of steps. We 
only know that if IX(M)] < 1 then the step of constructing 
W, from W,-, will be finite. The algorithm can be 
applied to a set of matrices that contain matrices M  with 
Ih( = 1. This has been done successfully, as in the 
example of Section XIII. 

XI. THE ALGORITHM 

The final form of the computational algorithm is as 
follows. 

4) In step i of the algorithm, we stop applying powers 
of Mi to POINT whenever (Mi)k(POINT) E V for some k. 
After W,, 1 is completely formed, this guarantees that 
WXe W/c+, for any XE Wk+l, since this holds for the 
extreme points of W,, , (Lemma 4). 

5) The linear program to determine if x E %  { xi} is 
Given a SET of m  n x n real or complex matrices { Mi} 

with eigenvalues $(M,) of magnitude I+(Mi)l < 1. 
I. Initialization 

m inimize 0 subject to 
x = qxi &>O xcx,= 1. 

a) If the SET is complex, let SET= aSET and let It only uses the feasible solution part of the linear pro- 
n = 2n (Theorem 4). gram. 

b) Form the vertex set E( W,> = {xl /xi/ = 1, where x = 
hX2,’ * * ,x,J}. ( W,, is an n-dimensional hyper- 
cube). 

c) Set k=O, i= 1. 

XII. EXAMPLE: SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 

Theorem II 
II. Formation of the new vertex set E( W,, 1) (Lemma 

Consider the system 

4 

b) 
4 
4 
4 

9 
.!3 

h> 

0 
j> 
k) 
1) 

5). 
Set j= 1; set TEMP= E(W,J; set V= E(W,)n 
E( W,,, (k - ,,,, & set FLAG = 0. 
Exit stable if V= TEMP and k > m  (Lemma 9). 
Set POINT = point j of E( W,). 
Go to g) if POINT E E( Wo). 
Use a linear program to decide whether POINT E 
% [TEMP - POINT]. If it isn’t, go to h). 
Drop POINT from TEMP; go to n). 
Use a linear program to decide whether POINT is 
strictly contained in X[TEMP]; if so, go to f). 
Set FLAG = 0. (FLAG = 1 iff a NEWPT has been 
added to TEMP.) 
If POINTE V, go to n). (See Remark 4 below.) 
Set NEWPT = POINT. 
Set NEWPT = M@JEWPT);  set FLAG = 0. 
Use a linear program to. decide whether NEWPT 
E X[TEMP]. If so, go to n). 

m) Otherwise, add NEWPT to TEMP; set FLAG = 1. 
n) Exit unstable if { E( W,,) n TEMP} =rp (Lemma 8). 
o) If FLAG = 1, go to k). 
p) Set j= j + 1. Go to c) if j < number of points in 

EC w,). 
q) Set i=(i+ 1) mod m; set k= k+ 1. Go to a). 

Remarks: 
1) Each pass through (II) takes a finite number of 

steps (Lemma 7). 

x=Ax+By 

j = cx +f(u) (14) 

where the eigenvalues of A, A(A), satis& Re X(A) <O. 
Assume that C(A + iwZ)- ‘B is symmetric for all o real, and 
af/ay is symmetric. Let S be the set of all matrices S(y) 
where 

s(y)= (“c Dfy,) 

and 

Dcy)= %&) or D(Y)Y =f(y>. 

Zf the set 

{(Z+hS),O<h<h’,SES} (15) 

is stable, then every solution of (14) decays to an equilibrium 
point as t-00. 

Proof: In [lo] it was proved that under the conditions 
that 1) Re A(A) < 0, 2) C(A + iwZ)- ‘B and af/ay symmet- 
ric, and 3) the matrices S(y), using D(y)= i3f/ay, satisfy 
Re A(S(y)) < 0, then each bounded solution of (14) decays 
to an equilibrium point. Therefore, ‘we need only show 
that all solutions of (14) are bounded, and that condition 
3) is satisfied. Using Theorem 9 and the fact that (15) is 
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stable, we conclude that all solutions of (14) are bounded.  
W e  note that {I + hS, S E S} is stable. The  eigenvalues of 
Z+ hS are 1  + hh(S) and hence I1 + hh(S)I > 1 if Re A(S) 
> 0, A(S) #  0. This ’ contradicts the 
stable. Hence Re A(S) < 1  if AZO. 

Example: Consider the equat ion 
i= -x-y 

jt=x-f(Y) 

fact that {I+ hS} is 
n 

(16) 
where x, y, and  f are scalar, and  f(0) = 0. Then  the condi- 
tions of Theorem 11 hold. Let f(y) be such that 

Then it follows since f(0) = 0, that 

a, < f(r> <a, 
Y * 

W e  have a  convex set of matrices S to consider 

-’ 
-a 

The extreme matrices of S are 

B(q,a2,h’)= Z+ h’ ( (-; :$+h’( -; :;2)J)- 

Using our constructive procedure, we compute that 
B(-0.78,0.8,0.1) is stable but B(-0.79,0.8,0.1) is unsta- 
ble. Thus the system (16) is asymptotically stable for all 
f(y) such that 

-078<%08 . \ 
ay ’ - * 

Note that boundedness of (16) is obtained under  the 
weaker condit ion 

- 0.78 < ffi < 0.8. 
Y 

XIII. EXAMPLE: NUMERICAL METHODS FOR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

-The following set of matrices arises in examining the 
stability of the variable-step second-order backward dif- 
ferentation method appl ied to the test equat ion f = Ax, 

where z = (1 - vM)-‘, v = (rl + 1)/(2r, + l), and  p  = 
rfv/(r, + 1). r, is the ratio of the current step size, h,, to 
the previous step size, h,- i (see [ 11). The  test equat ion is 
stable if Re h  < 0. W e  note that 

-0” 

and use the following lemma. 

Lemma IO 

Zf A and B are convex sets of matrices, then ABE 
{ABIAEA, BEB} is a convex set, and E(AB)c{A~B~IA~ 
E E(A), Bj E E(B)}. 

233  

Consequent ly AB is stable if { Ai Bj} is stable. Also note 
that (AB)’ c (A u B)’ so that AB could be  stable even if 
A u B is unstable. 

Proof Choose C= AB. Since A and B are convex, then 
A =&A, where A,EE(A) and B=X bBj, BiE E(B). 
Thus 

C = x +AiBj. (17) 
ij 

Since xc,&& = 1  and ?Q& > 0, then C is a  convex combina- 
tion of matrices in AB. Since (17) holds for any matrix 
C E AB, then AB is convex and E(AB) c { A,BjlA, E E(A), 
BjE E(B)}. n  

Suppose we investigate the stability of the set A for 
A= -peie, where O<p< CQ, -cr<e<cu and O<r,<S. 
Then the implied restrictions on  z and p  are 

O<p<&-60 

and 

,r=(l+ae”)-’ 
where O<a< co. The  set 

{zlr=(l+ueiQ)-‘, OG~W, -deh} 
is contained in the set 3c{O, 0.5( 1  + i tan a), l}. Let z~((Y) 
=0.5(1+ i tan a), 

and  

B(&)= [ (: ;),( ‘:*’ -,“‘)]. 
Let 

cc0 0  1  ( 1  1 0  

c,= z. O  
( 1  1  0  

c = zoo +a,) 
( 

- 2080 
3 1 0  1  

cc1 0  
4 

( 1 1 0  
c = 1+80 -80 5  ( 1  1  0  * 

Then  by Lem_ma-  10, A(a)B(G,) is stable if 
(C,, c,, c3, c4, cs,c2> c,> is stable. W e  compute using the 
constructive procedure with (Y = n/4, So = 0.42353 (corre- 
sponds to r, < 1.2) that this set is stable. (This was done by 
using the idea of Section VII to convert the complex case 
into the real case of dimension 4. The  computed W* had 
76  vertex points.) Thus the second-order variable-step 
backward differentation method is stable for the test 
equat ion 

i=AX A= -peie +e<+ o<p<co 
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for all sequences of time steps {hi} where 0 <hi < cc .and i 
O<hi/hi-, < 1.2. 

In this example, it was necessary to use Lemma 10, 
since we also computed that A u B was unstable. : The, 
example also illustrates the use of a slightly larger set of 
matrices, but with a finite number of extreme points; in 
order to apply the constructive procedure. I 
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